Modesty
Naked, clothed and partially dressed
Steve Harrison
Over the years that I’ve made pots I have tried various ways, styles, formats, fuels, bodies
and glazes. Looking in museums, I was particularly impressed by the ancient tenmoku
bowls. I tried my hand at making objects with some of those qualities, but failed
miserably. It is an aspiration that many beginners fall into and I was no different. Over
the years, I’ve seen some of my students at the art schools where I have been a casual
employee, attempt to copy some of those astonishingly beautiful ancient tea ceremony
wares. Fuelled by hubris and youth and without the skills and vision gained through years
of experience, they make caricatures of those wonderful old and majestic objects. I
decided that I could not go down that path. That is not to say that I didn’t try my hand at
it. It’s just that I saw the considerable faults in my early works and disposed of them
quickly, never to see the light of day.

Fig. 1. White, translucent, native bai tunze unglazed porcelain bowl, naked, but for extensive
flame bleaching, golden lustrous flashing, a fine clear transparent green natural ash glaze deposit
and some carbon sequestration defining the rim and throwing lines.

I have been working for many years now with the stones that I can collect within the
local area. I am lucky to live in a geologically rich zone with a mix of igneous and
sedimentary rocks. I have developed what I consider a very subtle, delicate porcelain
body from my local native bai tunze porcelain stone. In its natural state, this material is a
hard, dense rock. It needs a lot of processing and intellectual intervention to bring it to a
useable state. I use the word ‘useable’ advisedly. It is so short, that it can only be formed
into the most basic of forms. So I decided that small bowls would be the most appropriate
form for me to develop. However, once it is formed on the wheel by a technique of gentle
coaxing that can only be loosely called throwing. The shapes are still only half formed, as
they need significant turning to be completed and realise their full potential.
I have discovered several locations where these igneous rocks reveal themselves at the
surface in various stages of exposure. From these materials I have been able to construct
several different porcelain bodies that respond to the wood firing techniques that I favour.
I love the look of this milled stone body when it is wood fired without any glaze.1 I have
managed these materials so that they respond to the flame in special ways. This clay
blushes when it is naked and is touched by the fire, it is a most modest and delicate blush.
Very early on in this relationship I came to realise that this shy, diffident and natural
blend of minerals could be coaxed and encouraged into disclosing more and more of its
character in different and variable ways, depending on how it was wooed.

Fig. 2. White, translucent, native bai tunze unglazed porcelain bowl with flame bleaching and
golden lustre. There is slight grey carbon sequestration defining the rim.
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I held a show of my work made entirely from ground-up stone bodies called “Look Who’s Throwing
Stones”. Sturt Gallery, Oct. 26th to Nov 23rd. 2008.

I am very fond of the pale golden yellow lustrous flash and blush,2 especially when there
is a little show of serendipitous wood ash glaze. (fig. 2) This work is natural and ‘wild’,
while at the same time being soft, sensitive and delicate.
Another character altogether is possible and is only revealed when this ground stone body
is fired in a heavy reduction atmosphere, so that the carbon in the flame is trapped in the
surface of the clay and naturally developing ash glaze layer such that this pale delicate
white porcelain bowl becomes transformed into a much more robust, dark and brooding
prescience.

Fig. 3. White, translucent, native bai tunze unglazed porcelain bowl with grey carbon
sequestration and pale transparent green natural ash deposit. It is a darkly brooding and
strangely attractive bowl.

I think that I love this dark and sultry bowl (fig. 3) most of all with its pale transparent
green, limpid, natural ash glaze and extensive grey/black carbon inclusions.
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I use the word ‘flash’ to denote a specific surface effect, where a microscopically thin layer of colour is
created on the surface of the clay body where it is reduced, thus mobilising the iron present in the clay,
when reoxidised, this creates iron in the red form Fe2O3. This red surface effect can be bleached to a paler
colour by fly ash containing calcium. It is only possible to develop this red colour where the chemistry of
the body is suitable. If the body is high in calcium, magnesium, titanium and/or iron, this effect will not
develop.
You can fire a bai t unze, but you can’t make it pink.

That’s not to suggest that this is all there is and that there is nothing more to hope for
from this complex and surprising rock. Because I hand pick, sort and select the stone at
the point of collection and the fragments of crushed rock again after the primary
crushing. I get to determine the finished character of the various batches of body. I’m
particularly fond of this same range of minerals when the darker iron-stained nodules and
yellow vein fragments are hand selected out from the ore, collected and made into a rich
iron stained red porcelain variation.
This enigmatic variation is elgarly different in character, while being almost identical in
analysis to the white variation, the only difference being the iron content. It amazes me
how significant a small amount of iron can be, I am just as fond of this dark expression of
the materiality of this stuff, because of it’s sultry beauty and I like it best when it is used
to bring out another quality of my native rock celadon glaze.

Fig. 4. A smoky opaque grey/blue celadon style glaze, with black carbon sequestration defining
the rim, and yellow ash glaze crystals developing in the blue glaze. There is some opalescent
juning effect developing where the ash deposit is thickest and there is a delicate ash glaze buildup on the exposed foot bleeding to a red flash on the lee side.

This almost fully clothed version of my muse is luscious and generous. (fig. 4) I could
have glazed it all over, but restrained myself because I remembered my fondness for the
ancient tenmokus. Where the bowl is only glazed half way down the outer surface,
leaving much of the clay body naked to be seen and admired. Of course the ancient
Chinese potters did not do it to revere the clay. It was done because the glaze was so very
fluid at high temperatures and this unglazed gap was there to slow the glaze runs and help
prevent them from reaching the supporting saggar, gluing it in and ruining both bowl and
saggar. I have developed my own variation of this revealing unglazed gap. Although I am

not making tenmoku form bowls, I have stolen the gap and applied it in my own way on
my own forms, specifically to reveal the beauty of the body and its union with the ash
from the fire.
I am aware of the ideal of perfection but simultaneously know the futility of the quest. I
am more familiar and comfortable with the concept of the subtly imperfect. This is why I
have deferred to my better judgement and left this marvellous clay quality tantalisingly
partially revealed. I’m told that nudity is boring and that a partially clad body leaves a lot
to the imagination and is therefore most promising, potentially rewarding and
stimulating. Accordingly, I always leave a little of my body showing so that it can
express it’s beauty in all its potential. I feel that these half glazed forms are a good
compromise between the naked and the clothed. Modest bowls of reserved beauty.

Fig. 5. Dark green granite celadon revealing pale translucent bai tunze.

This particular bold red Australian iron stained porcelain body is so rich in iron that it
mostly ceases to be translucent, however, this isn’t always the case. Some of my fleshy
pink and sun burnt red porcelains are still translucent and only look to be opaque, while
they are in fact quite pale beneath the glaze and only appear to be dark because of the
flashed colouration of the exposed foot. (fig. 6) The flashing effect is only skin deep. As
it is with so much of beauty.

Fig. 6. This pale qingbai style glaze is applied over a very slightly iron stained bai tunze blended
body. It is in essence a white to pale grey colour which shows through the glaze, the exposed
areas are flashed to a rich orange brown due to the wood firing.

I have discovered that the same glaze differs depending on which body it is on. I only
have a limited number of suitable rocks to work with in my restricted local environment,
and accordingly have developed a series of glazes which are all very similar in general,
but different in specifics. They are nearly all created from low iron, acid intrusions;
Granite, Aplite, Quartz Porphyry and Pegmatite.
They tend to look richer over the darker clays and somehow brighter over the pale
substrate, which is to be expected. It is also interesting to observe how that little bit of
rich exposed body plays against the glaze and how they can augment each other.

Fig. 7. Cloudy blue/grey celadon style glaze over translucent white bai tunze body showing white
flame bleaching, pink flashing and golden yellow lustre.

The surface of the body can sometimes be a cosmetic impression that obscures the truth
beneath. Some bodies look to be what they are not. If there is a little iron in the mix it can
be encouraged to re-oxidise after reduction to create a red flash of colour on the surface
so that the body looks as if it is darker than it is. However, a flimsy see-through glaze
hides a little but reveals much. Where a glaze still looks limpid and pale it indicates that
the ceramic body underneath is also pale, almost white. While the exposed clay surface
may be quite red, pink or orange.

Fig. 8. Waxy matt granite celadon glaze over low iron, red flashed translucent porcelain.

Some years ago I was lucky enough to have an ancient Thai celadon bowl come into my
possession. I was interested to see how coarse the texture of the body was. It contained a
high proportion of quartz fragments and roughly worked clay granules with some fine,
evenly distributed iron spots. It was completely clothed in a thickly applied mid-green
celadon, except for under the foot, where it had been supported on a wad or pillar during
firing, which revealed the texture and a lovely soft pink flash. Seeing this slightly
distorted and wonderfully naive pot gave me permission to try something similar, I
decided that I might try a shorter milling time for my porcelain to reveal a little bit of
coarse character. The results were very enlightening and rewarding.

Fig. 9. Thai influenced coarse bodied porcelain bowl showing slight firing distortion and wearing a
celadon style glaze made from the same bai tunze stone as the body. There are scratches visible
on the foot due to the coarse nature of the body during the turning and a small scattering of iron
spots.

I’ve been romancing this stone for sometime now and it seems that the more I look, the
more I see, there are so many ways in which this stone can be experienced, cloaked with
glaze, wood fired naked or partially dressed in flashing, I can see that a lot more is
possible and it’s all good.
In days gone by a glimpse of stocking was looked upon as something shocking… now
anything goes. 3

2000 words.
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Cole Porter.

